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Abstract
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is an emerging non-invasive
medical imaging modality. It is based on feeding electrical currents into
the patient, measuring the resulting voltages at the skin, and recovering
the internal conductivity distribution. The mathematical task of EIT im-
age reconstruction is a nonlinear and ill-posed inverse problem. Therefore
any EIT image reconstruction method needs to be regularized, typically
resulting in blurred images. One promising application is stroke-EIT, or
classification of stroke into either ischemic or hemorrhagic. Ischemic stroke
involves a blood clot, preventing blood flow to a part of the brain caus-
ing a low-conductivity region. Hemorrhagic stroke means bleeding in the
brain causing a high-conductivity region. In both cases the symptoms are
identical, so a cost-effective and portable classification device is needed.
Typical EIT images are not optimal for stroke-EIT because of blurriness.
This paper explores the possibilities of machine learning in improving the
classification results. Two paradigms are compared: (a) learning from the
EIT data, that is Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) maps and (b) extracting
robust features from data and learning from them. The features of choice
are Virtual Hybrid Edge Detection (VHED) functions [Greenleaf et al.,
Analysis & PDE 11, 2018] that have a geometric interpretation and whose
computation from EIT data does not involve calculating a full image of
the conductivity. We report the measures of accuracy, sensitivity and
specificity of the networks trained with EIT data and VHED functions
separately. Computational evidence based on simulated noisy EIT data
suggests that the regularized grey-box paradigm (b) leads to significantly
better classification results than the black-box paradigm (a).
1 Introduction
The central question in inverse problems is how to extract information from the
indirect measurements. In the interesting ill-posed cases the desired information
is buried in the data in a nonlinear and unstable manner. The classical way is to
design a regularization strategy whose implementation provides a noise-robust
recovery algorithm. In recent years, machine learning has arisen as a data-
driven alternative; it uses a set of examples for building a computational model
to retrieve the desired information. Both approaches have their strengths and
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weaknesses. We study a possibility of getting the best of both worlds in the
nonlinear and severely ill-posed case of electrical impedance tomography (EIT).
Medical EIT imaging is based on feeding harmless electric currents into
the patient through electrodes placed on the skin, and measuring the resulting
voltages at the electrodes. The goal is to recover an image of the electrical
conductivity inside the patient. As different tissues and organs have different
conductivities, the image contains medically relevant information.
EIT can be mathematically modelled by the inverse conductivity problem [9].
In this paper we restrict to the two-dimensional case; while patients are three-
dimensional, often the 2D approximation gives useful results (see [1, 2, 11, 17]).
Consider a simply connected domain Ω ⊂ R2, with a voltage distribution f at
the boundary. Let the scalar conductivity σ ∈ L∞(Ω) be bounded away from
zero: σ(x) ≥ c > 0. Then the EIT problem can be modeled by generalized
Laplace equation
∇ · σ∇u = 0 in Ω, u|∂Ω = f. (1)
where u is the electric potential. Infinite precision voltage-to-current boundary
measurements are modeled by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) map
Λσ : f → σ∂u
∂ν
(2)
where ν is the unit outward normal vector of ∂Ω.
We note that a more precise model for the practical current-to-voltage mea-
surements is given by the complete electrode model [16, 32]. However, in this
proof-of-concept work we stay within the framework of continuum voltage-to-
current models based on (2).
We choose as our model problem the classification of stroke into hemorrhagic
(bleed in the brain) or ischemic (blood clot in a vessel in the brain). The
treatment protocols for the brain hemorrhage and ischemia are very different.
Ischemic stroke can be treated, for example with thrombolysis (intravenous
blood clot dissolving agent) or thrombectomy (intra-arterial mechanical removal
of blood clot), often reinstalling the normal brain perfusion. Doing this quickly
after onset can spare the patient from brain damage or even death [29]. The
treatment protocol for the brain hemorrhage involves stopping the excessive
bleeding in the brain [28]. Thus, the classification of the two different types of
stroke is very important.
EIT has shown great potential to discriminate between the two different
types of stroke [25, 31, 5, 22, 8]. This is based on the conductivity differences
between various healthy tissues and stroke-affected areas inside the patient’s
head. One can form an EIT reconstruction using a noise-robust regularization
strategy such as iterative methods [34] or the direct D-bar method based on
a nonlinear low-pass filter [19, 26]. However, the resistive skull makes it par-
ticularly difficult to produce a reliable EIT image of the brain. The resisitive
skull reduces the probing energy of electric currents actually reaching the brain.
Imaging the brain through the skull is one of the most challenging tasks for EIT
and it is not covered in the present work, which instead focuses only on the
problem of classification of strokes.
In recent years, machine learning techniques have proven to be very success-
ful in solving inverse problems [3, 23, 20] and they have been already applied
in EIT imaging [14, 30]. Concerning the problem of classification of strokes, we
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are only aware of the work [24] in which a SVM classifier is trained directly on
electrode data.
In this paper, we suggest a hybrid approach for the classification of stroke,
called Robust Grey-Box (RGB) inversion. We first apply Virtual Hybrid Edge
Detection (VHED), introduced recently in [13], for extracting noise-robust geo-
metric features from the DN map. The VHED profiles pick out specific oriented
information about the conductivity, without necessarily forming an image. Then
we classify stroke by applying machine learning to these noise-robust geometric
features. This way we can maximize both noise-robustness and interpretability
in the recovery of information, while taking advantage of the data adaptability
and computational power of neural network models.
Throughout our numerical tests, we use the continuum model for EIT mea-
surements. This is unrealistic from the practical point of view since clinical
measurements are done using electrodes, and the Complete Electrode Model
[32] would be more accurate. However, this is an initial feasibility study for
comparing black-box and RGB machine learning approaches for stroke-EIT, and
for this purpose a two-dimensional continuum model is sufficient. By black-box
approach we mean a machine learning algorithm that learns directly from the
raw data, without taking into account the specific inverse problems model. Our
numerical experiments suggest that RGB inversion offers significantly better
classification results than the black-box learning approach.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the Virtual
Hybrid Edge Detection method. Section 3 gives the details of simulation of the
EIT data and the VHED functions. Section 4 gives the details of the two neu-
ral networks, Fully Connected Neural Network and the Convolutional Neural
Networks along with the training and testing data sets used for the classifica-
tion. We report the numerical results of the classification of the two kinds of
stroke using neural networks in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 lists the concluding
remarks.
2 Virtual hybrid edge detection
The main theoretical tool that has been used to study the inverse conductiv-
ity problem, is a special family of solutions to the conductivity equation (1).
These are called complex geometrical optics (CGO) solutions, or exponentially
growing solutions, since they are characterized by a precise exponential asymp-
totic behavior at infinity. They have been first studied in inverse boundary
value problems in the seminal paper [33], but have appeared earlier in inverse
scattering theory [12, 6].
In the two dimensional case, for L∞ conductivities, Astala-Pa¨iva¨rinta [4]
transformed the construction of the CGO solutions by reducing the conductivity
equation to a Beltrami equation by setting z = x1+ix2 and defining the Beltrami
coefficient
µ(z) =
1− σ(z)
1 + σ(z)
Since c1 ≤ σ(z) ≤ c2, we have |µ(z)| ≤ 1−  for some  > 0. Further, assume
σ = 1 outside of some Ω0 ⊂ Ω, then supp(µ) ∈ Ω0.
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Now, for k ∈ C, and z ∈ C, we define CGO solution as the unique solution
of
∂zf±(z, k) = ±µ(z)∂zf±(z, k), e−ikzf±(z, k) = 1 + ω±(z, k) (3)
where ikz = ik(x1 + ix2) and ω
±(z, k) = O(1/|z|) as |z| → ∞. Here z is
considered as a spatial variable and k as a spectral parameter.
A modified derivation of ω±(z, k), which avoids the exponential growth and
is computationally efficient was introduced in [15].
A novel method of combing two imaging modalities of EIT and Virtual X-ray
called Virtual Hybrid Edge Detection (VHED) was introduced in [13]. It was
shown that, the leading term of a Born series derived from the boundary elec-
trical measurements of EIT is a non-linear Radon transform of the conductivity,
σ and allows for a good reconstruction of the singularities of the conductivity.
The method described in the paper was found to be very useful to detect nested
inclusions within an inhomogeneous background conductivity. This is due to
the fact that the well-posedness of Radon inversion results in robust method for
detecting the leading singularities of the conductivity σ. A brief description of
the method described in [13] is given below.
The Beltrami equation (3) is treated as a scattering equation, with µ as
a compactly supported scatterer and the incident field as 1. The modified
derivation of ω±(z, k) as in [15], then can be expanded as follows:
ω±(z, k) =
∞∑
n=1
ω±n (z, k). (4)
The first-order term ω1 = ω
+
1 of the above Neumann series contains infor-
mation allowing a stable edge and singularity detection of the coefficient µ, and
thus of the conductivity σ, the details of which are explained below.
Given the Neumann series (scattering) expansion of the CGO remainder
term ω, we consider the following transformations:
(i) First, one introduces polar coordinates in the complex frequency, k, writing
k = τeiφ, with τ ∈ R and eiφ ∈ S1.
(ii) Secondly, one takes a partial Fourier transform in τ , introducing a non-
physical artificial (i.e., virtual) variable, t. This allows for good propa-
gation of singularities from the interior of Ω to the boundary, allowing
singularities of the conductivity in the interior to be robustly detected by
voltage-current measurements at the boundary.
The Fourier transform of the n−th order scattering term in τ is denoted by
ω̂±n (z, t, e
iφ) := Fτ→t(ω±n (z, τeiφ)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e−itτω±n (z, τe
iφ)dτ. (5)
where t is a pseudo-time variable. The term ω̂±(z, t, eiφ) will be referred to
as the VHED functions in this paper.
Consider now the following operators which apply a complex average to the
first scattering term
T a1 : µ(z1) 7→ ω̂a1 (t, eiφ) =
1
pi
∫
∂Ω
ω̂+1 (z, t, e
iφ)dz, (6)
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and to the full scattering series
T± : µ(z1) 7→ ω̂a,±(t, eiφ) = 1
pi
∫
∂Ω
ω̂±(z, t, eiφ)dz. (7)
In [13, §5B] it is shown that the following filtered-backprojection inversion
formula holds:
(T a1 )
∗(|Dt|−1)T a1 = I on L2(Ω), (8)
and
T a1 = −
( ipi√
2
)
eiϕ
( ∂
∂s
Rµ
)
(
1
2
t, eiϕ), (9)
where R is the standard Radon transform,
(Rf)(s, υ) =
∫
x·υ=s
f(x) d1x, (s, υ) ∈ R× S1.
Note that if we take Ω = D, where D is a unit circle, so that ∂Ω can be
parametrized by z = eiθ, then (6) becomes
ω̂a1 (t, e
iφ) =
∫ 2pi
0
ω̂+1 (e
iθ, t, eiφ) ieiθ dθ.
Formula (9) provides an explicit and exact way to recover µ and its singu-
larities, and thus for σ, from ω1|∂Ω. We call the method Virtual Hybrid Edge
Detection (VHED) since we are combining two imaging modalities, EIT and
X-ray tomography, though the latter one is virtual, since there are no actual
X-rays involved. Figure 1 shows an example of VHED functions, before and
after averaging, for a discontinuous conductivity on the unit disk.
Unfortunately, the DN map only allows us to recover the boundary trace of
the full Neumann series ω±|∂Ω, as we will see later in Section 3. In practice,
though, the other terms do not contribute to the singularity detection and the
exact inversion (8) applied to ω±|∂Ω yields a good approximate reconstruction
of µ.
We recall that in order to precisely recover the singularity of σ, it is required
to compute the Fourier transform of ω±(z, k) in τ .
With realistic and noisy data, we can compute ω±(z, k) only in the disc |k| ≤
kmax with a measurement apparatus and noise independent radius kmax > 0;
see [19] and the plots in Figure 2. With smaller noise we can take a larger kmax;
however, large noise forces kmax to be small. This makes it more difficult to
locate the singularities precisely.
3 Simulating EIT data and VHED functions
In this paper we will compare machine learning methods based on two kinds of
inputs: (i) EIT data in the form of the continuum-model DN matrix, and (ii) the
VHED functions. For the computational experiments we need to simulate both
of them for large collections of test conductivities. We describe the numerical
methods used for computing the DN matrix and the VHED functions in the
following sections.
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ω̂+(1, 2t,1) [ω̂+−ω̂−](1,2t,1) [T+−T−]µ(2t,1)
@R
Figure 1: VHED functions for a simple conductivity having a small inclusion
inside a larger inclusion. The grey lines indicate how the VHED functions
carry information about specific parts of the wave front set of the conductivity.
Actually the grey lines indicate the direction of the virtual X-rays in VHED.
Left: just the plain VHED function ω̂+(1, 2t,1), featuring a nonlinear artifact,
indicated by an arrow, in the center. Middle: subtracting the two kinds of
VHED functions cancels the artifact in the center. However, the singularities at
the leftmost and rightmost vertical grey lines have different amplitudes due to
the choice z = 1. Right: applying an averaging operator analogous to (6) leads
to equal-size (but opposite) singularities at the leftmost and rightmost vertical
grey lines. This is because the T± operators integrate over z ∈ ∂Ω.
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3.1 Simulation of DN matrices
The computations of the Dirichelet to Neumann matrix (DN) and Neumann to
Dirichlet matrix (ND) used for the machine learning algorithms in this paper
follow along the same line as described in [26]. Consider the trigonometric bases
functions given by
φn(θ) =

pi−
1
2 cos
(
(n+1)θ
2
)
, n odd
pi−
1
2 sin
(
nθ
2
)
, n even
where θ ∈ [0, 2pi] and n = {1, 2, 3, ...}. The constant basis function is given by
φ0(θ) = (2pi)
− 12 .
The matrix approximation Lσ of the DN map Λσ is computed by solving
the Dirichlet boundary problem
∇ · σ∇un = 0 in Ω, un|∂Ω = φn (10)
and calculating the inner products
Lσ := [(Lσ)m,n] = 〈un|∂Ω, φm〉, (11)
for row index 0 ≤ m ≤ 32 and column index 0 ≤ n ≤ 32.
However, in practice, we form the DN matrix Lσ by first computing the ND
matrix Rσ. This is because, calculating the ND matrix Rσ does not involve
the somewhat unstable step of numerical differentiation. To compute the ND
matrix Rσ, we consider the Neumann problem
∇ · σ∇vn = 0 in Ω, σ ∂vn
∂ν
∣∣∣∣
∂Ω
= φn (12)
where the solution vn is made unique by the requirement
∫
∂Ω
vndS = 0.
We use the Finite Element Method with a mesh of 131072 triangle elements
to solve equation (12) numerically and recover the boundary voltages, vn|∂Ω.
We then compute the matrix approximation of ND map Rσ using
Rσ := [(Rσ)m,n] = 〈vn|∂Ω, φm〉, (13)
where 1 ≤ m ≤ 32 is the row index and 1 ≤ n ≤ 32 is the column index. We
avoid the the constant basis function φ0 =
1√
2pi
for the ND matrix Rσ, since
Neumann data must satisfy
∫
∂Ω
σ ∂vn∂ν dS = 0.
Now in the linear subspace, span{φ1, φ2, . . . φ32} we have Lσ = R−1σ . We
extend the DN matrix onto the full space, span{φ0, φ1, . . . φ32} as follows:
Lσ =
[
0 0
0 R−1σ
]
In this paper we use noisy DN matrix for the computation of the VHED
functions and for the classification using neural networks. We compute the
noisy DN matrix as follows:
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Add zero-mean random Gaussian noise to the DN matrix Lσ to obtain a
noisy matrix Lδσ, with relative noise given by
δ =
‖Lδσ − Lσ‖2
‖Lσ‖2 , (14)
where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the spectral norm of the matrix. We add a relative noise
of δ = 10−3 and δ = 10−2 to the DN matrix, Lσ to get Lδσ. We use both Lσ
and Lδσ for the computation of VHED functions and as an input to the Neural
Network.
3.2 Simulation of VHED profiles
We wish to evaluate numerically VHED functions ω̂±(z, t, eiφ) for a selection
of boundary points z ∈ ∂Ω, pseudo-times t ∈ R and virtual X-ray directions
φ ∈ [0, 2pi]. We recall from [13, Section 10A] the steps to construct the VHED
profiles from the DN map, Λσ.
(i). In order to construct the CGO solutions ω±(z, k) from the DN map Λσ,
we use a µ - Hilbert transformation Hµ satisfying
∂THµf = Λσf
and ∫
∂Ω
HµfdS = 0
where the ∂T represents the tangential derivative and f ∈ H1/2(∂Ω).
(ii). Defining the averaging operator as follows:
Lϕ = |∂Ω|−1
∫
∂Ω
ϕds
and the real-linear operator
P±µf = 1
2
(I + iH±µ)f + 1
2
Lf
where f ∈ C.
(iii). This allows us to define the projection operator Pk±µ as
Pk±µ := e−ikzP±µeikz (15)
(iv). We then find the CGO solution f±µ(z, k) = eikz(1 + ω±(z, k)), and thus
ω±(z, k), for k ∈ C, by solving the boundary integral equation
f±µ(z, k) + eikz = (Pk±µ + Pk0 )f±µ(z, k), z ∈ ∂Ω, (16)
where Pk±µ and Pk0 are projection operators defined by (15).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the effect of noise on the CGO solutions computed via
the boundary integral equation. Top plot: Re(ω+(1, τeiφ)) as a function of real-
valued τ and with fixed φ = 0. We computed Re(ω+(1, τeiφ)) with ten different
random realizations of noise added to the ND matrix. Relative noise amplitude
is here 0.00005. The magnitude of error in the computations becomes larger as
|τ | grows. Bottom: same as top, but higher noise amplitude 0.001. Note that
stronger noise makes the stable interval around τ = 0 more narrow.
If we had infinite-precision EIT data available, the solution of (16) would be
perfect, and VHED functions ω̂±(z, t, eiφ) could be computed with the one-
dimensional Fourier transform as defined in (5).
In practice, though, measurement noise in the DN matrix causes inaccuracy
in the solution of the boundary integral equation (16). Moreover, the errors in
the numerical point values of traces ω±(z, τeiφ) for z ∈ ∂Ω become exponentially
larger as |τ | grows; see Figure 2 for an illustration.
So for practical computations we use the windowed Fourier transform:
ω̂±R(z, t, e
iφ) =
∫ R
−R
WaR(τ)e
−itτω±(z, τeiφ)dτ. (17)
Compared to (5), formula (17) introduces two new things: the cutoff frequency
R > 0 and the window function WaR : R→ R given by
WaR(τ) = exp(−aRτ2). (18)
In (18) we choose aR > 0 so large that WaR(τ) is very small outside the interval
τ ∈ [−R,R].
From the theory of the Fourier transform we know that windowing on the
frequency domain corresponds to convolution in the pseudo-time domain:
ω̂±R(z, t, e
iφ) = ŴaR(t) ∗ ω̂±(z, t, eiφ).
Therefore, the measurement noise forces us to work with blurred versions of
the VHED functions, and the blurriness is more severe for stronger noise. See
Figure 4.
However, the windowing also gives us something valuable: noise-robustness.
To see this, consider the exact windowed VHED function ω̂+R(1, t, 1) and an
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Figure 3: Left: a two-dimensional simulated model of a slice through a human
head. Modelled are the resistive skull (blue annnulus) and slightly varying brain
tissue (greenish). Virtual X-rays are shown as gray lines, and blue function plot
is the integrated VHED function [T+−T−]µ(2t,1). The Fourier transform is
windowed in the interval [−60, 60]. Note how the discontinuities at the skull
boundaries are reflected as sharp peaks in the VHED function. Middle: The
same VHED function as on the left, but with a simulated hemorrhage in the
brain. The red area (modelling the bleed) has higher conductivity than back-
ground. Right: The same VHED function as on the left, but with a simulated
ischemia in the brain. The light blue area (modelling the part of the brain
deprived of blood flow) has lower conductivity than background.
approximation ω̂+,δR (1, t, 1) of the same function computed from noisy data via
the boundary integral equation (16). We can then estimate the error between
them by
|ω̂+R(1, t, 1)− ω̂+,δR (1, t, 1)|
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ R
−R
e−iτt(ω+(1, τ)− ω+,δ(1, τ))WaR(τ)dτ
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ R
−R
|ω+(1, τ)− ω+,δ(1, τ)|WaR(τ) dτ. (19)
Now the function WaR(τ) is small near the endpoints of the interval τ ∈ [−R,R]
where the function |ω+(1, τ)−ω+,δ(1, τ)| is large (see Figure 2), and vice versa.
Therefore the right-hand side in (19) is small.
In this paper we take the cutoff frequency to be R = 4 and choose aR = 0.35.
This choice restricts WaR(τ) to be very small outside the interval τ ∈ [−4, 4].
In this paper we restrict the Virtual X-rays to one direction given by φ = 0.
Thus, the windowed VHED function used for the neural networks is given by
ω̂±(z, t, 1), where we have dropped the subscript WaR .
While it is conceivable that a human observer would learn to classify strokes
based on the (unrealistic) data shown on the left in Figure 4, we believe that
machine learning is needed for the type of blurred (realistic) data shown on the
right in Figure 4.
4 Neural Networks
Neural networks are data adaptable computational models commonly used in
machine learning. They are often capable of capturing nonlinear relations be-
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∫ 60
−60
Wa60(τ)e
−itτω±(z, τ, eiϕ) dτ
∫ 4
−4
Wa4(τ)e
−itτω±(z, τ, eiϕ) dτ
Figure 4: Effect of low-pass filtering to the VHED functions shown in Figure
3. Measurement noise prevents us from computing the CGO solutions outside
a noise-dependent interval τ ∈ [−R,R]. Left: unrealistic VHED profiles with
cutoff frequency R = 60 for the two stroke examples in Figure 3 (red for hemor-
rhage and blue for ischemic). Right: same as left, but cutoff frequency R = 4.
Here a4 = 0.35 and a60 = 0.0019.
tween input-output pairs called the training pair and generalizing them to new
inputs they have not encountered during training. Despite their great success
in classification and regression tasks, identifying possible causal relationships
between input and output in neural network models is an active research area
and not completely understood as of now. Therefore, neural networks are still
considered a blackbox approach [10].
Neural networks can be very sensitive to the input data. A slight noise
in the input data sometimes makes a lot of difference in the prediction of the
output. There are examples of this in the image processing and computer vision
applications of neural networks [21].
The solution techniques for ill-posed inverse problems on the other hand have
well-established causal relationship between the input and output. Also, they
are noise-robust because of regularization. Thus, they offer the two advantages
with which the neural network approach often has trouble with. However, espe-
cially in EIT, regularization typically leads to blurring in reconstructed images.
Therefore, combining methods of machine learning and traditional inversion
mathematics might be a good combination.
The goal of this study is to classify the two different kind of strokes, ischemic
and hemorrhagic, using neural networks on simulated brain. To achieve this end,
we make use of two different types of input data: The EIT data DN matrix, Lσ,
and the VHED function
ω̂(z, t, 1) = ω̂+(z, t, 1)− ω̂−(z, t, 1). (20)
We use two neural networks, Fully Connected Neural Networks and Convolu-
tional Neural Networks with two different inputs mentioned above to study the
feasibility of the classification. In this study we show numerical results to the
end that the neural networks are better capable of distinguishing the type of
stroke with VHED functions ω̂(z, t, 1) as input rather than the EIT data, DN
matrix Lσ as an input to the neural network.
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Figure 5: A representation of the training data set. Left figure represents
a hemorrhagic stroke. Right figure represents the ischemic stroke. The 2-
Dimensional cross section of the brain is assumed to be a unit disk. There are
three distinct regions in the brain apart from the inclusion of the stroke. The
outer layer representing scalp with a constant conductivity 1. A middle layer
representing skull with homogeneous conductivity that is elliptical in shape and
the interior of the brain has inhomogeneous distribution of the conductivity.
The width of the skull, the conductivities of the various layers , and the area
and location of the inclusion are sampled randomly from a uniform distribution
in the ranges listed in the Table 1. The stroke is a circular inclusion for the
training data and is present on the right side of the disk.
4.1 Training and Testing datasets
The guiding example behind our simplified computational measurement model
is a band of electrodes attached linearly around the head of a patient. The
training and testing data set for the neural networks for this study are made of
synthetic data, which is constructed as follows.
We consider a simplified model of a two-dimensional cross-section of the
human head. We use the so called continuum model on the one-dimensional
boundary curve of the cross section. This involves two severe simplifications.
First, we are ignoring the finite number of electrodes used in practice and instead
study continuously applied voltage distributions. In the past EIT research,
the step from continuum model to more accurate electrode models has been
successfully taken, and we expect a future work to bring similar success to the
present topic.
Second, we approximate a three-dimensional structure with a two-dimensional
model. This inevitably introduces some modelling error. However, in lung EIT
this has been found to be acceptable [27].
We consider a unit disc to model the 2- dimensional cross section of the head.
We construct an outer layer with constant conductivity of 1 to represent the
scalp. A middle layer that is elliptical with homogeneous conductivity represents
the skull and an inner layer with inhomogeneous conductivity representing the
grey and white matter of the brain.
In each of the unit discs, there is an inclusion representing the stroke on the
right side of the disc. Why only on the right? Almost all strokes are confined
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Width of the skull [0.03, 0.04]
Conductivity of the skull [0.1, 0.2]
Conductivity of the brain [0.8, 1.1]
Radius of the stroke [0.1, 0.15]
Conductivity of Ischemic stroke [0.7, 0.8]
Conductivity of Hemorrhagic stroke [3, 4]
Table 1: The ranges for the conductivity distribution for the various parts of
the simulated two-dimensional cross section of the brain used in generating the
training and testing data set.
to one half of the brain only, and the affected half is easily identifiable from
the symptoms. For example, if the patient cannot lift their left hand up, then
the stroke is in the right hemisphere. Therefore there is no loss of generality
in placing all the simulated strokes on the right as we can always reflect the
measurement data if needed. The inclusion representing the ischemic stroke has
lower conductivity and inclusion representing the hemorrhagic stroke has higher
conductivity than the background.
In each of these parameters such as width and conductivity of the skull,
conductivity of the interior of the brain, area and location and conductivity of
the inclusion are randomly sampled from a uniform distribution in the ranges
given in Table 1.
For the training data set, the inclusion is circular in shape. See Figure 5 for
an example of the training data set. We consider four different options for the
testing data set: (a) Circular inclusion (b) Elliptic Inclusion (c) An inclusion
that is irregular in shape and (d) Multiple inclusions.
For the case of circular, elliptic and irregular inclusions, all other parameters
in the testing data set remains the same as that of training data set except for the
shape of the inclusion. However, in the case of multiple inclusions, we consider
two inclusions of different shape; one of the inclusion is circular in shape and
another one is elliptical in shape. In the case of multiple inclusions, we change
the width of the skull to be in the range of [0.03, 0.05], thus making it different
from the training set. The testing data of the multiple inclusions also contain
different orientation than that of training data. This was achieved by rotating
the skull by 5
◦
from the y-axis. Figure 6 represents the four different inclusions
of the testing data set.
For each of the simulated 2-Dimensional cross section of the head model,
we compute EIT data, Lσ as described in Section 3.1. We add relative noise
δ = 10−3 and δ = 10−2 and compute the noisy DN matrix Lδσ. We also compute
the VHED function, ω̂(z, t, eiφ) from Lσ and L
δ
σ.
We list the two different types of training pairs used to train our networks
separately below.
(i) DN matrix training data, comprising of training pair {Lσj , yj}
(ii) VHED training data, comprising of training pair {ω̂(z, t, 1), yj}
We describe the training pairs used for FCNN and CNN in detail in the following
sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
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Figure 6: The testing dataset for the Neural Networks. Top left: an example
of the testing data set with circular inclusion. Top right: an example of testing
dataset with elliptic inclusion. Bottom left: an example of the testing data
set that is irregular shaped inclusion. Bottom right: an example of the testing
data set with multiple inclusions. As with the training data, in the testing
data set, the 2-Dimensional cross section of the brain is modeled by a unit
disk. There are three regions in the brain, excluding the inclusion. The scalp
with uniform background conductivity 1, the elliptical skull with homogeneous
conductivity and the interior of the brain with inhomogeneous conductivity.
The width and conductivity of the skull, the conductivity of the inner brain and
the area, location and conductivity of the inclusion are all sampled randomly
from a uniform distribution in the range listed in the Table 1 for the testing data
sets of circular, elliptic and irregular inclusions. The testing data of multiple
inclusions contain different skull thickness and orientation than that of training
data. The inclusion for the testing data set is located in the right side of the
disk as with training data set.
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4.2 Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN)
The FCNN considered in this study is a shallow network with an architecture
that consists of one input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer, see
Figure 7.
We recall that the DN matrix Lσ is a 33×33 real-valued matrix. We remove
the first row and first column corresponding to the constant basis function φ0.
The resulting matrix is represented as a real-valued column vector in R1024
which is used as the input for the DN matrix training pair.
For the second training pair, the input of VHED function, ω̂(z, t, 1) is com-
puted at z = ±1. The pseudo-time t ∈ [−2, 2] was discretized over 256 points,
thus obtaining ω̂(z, t, 1) ∈ C256. Then, the real and imaginary parts of the
VHED profiles at z = ±1 were concatenated as real-valued column vector in
R1024.
The hidden layer of the FCNN has 30 neurons and the activation function is
a sigmoid function. We consider different number of neurons for the DN matrix
and VHED training pair and note that 30 neurons in the hidden layer gives the
best results.
Finally the output layer consists of one neuron. The output is a scalar
denoted by yj : yj being 0 represents the low conductivity inclusion and yj
being 1 represents the high conductivity inclusion.
Mathematically, FCNN can be represented as function Fθ : R1024 → R.
If we denote input by x(0) ∈ R1024, the weight matrix at the first layer by
W 1θ ∈ R30×1024 and the vector of biases of this first layer by b1θ ∈ R30, then the
input of the second layer is given by
x(1) = f(W 1θ x
(0) + b1θ),
where f is the sigmoid activation function defined by f(t) = (1 + e−t)−1. Note
that f is applied to every element of the vector. Furthermore, let W 2θ ∈ R1×30
and b2θ ∈ R be the weight and the bias of the second layer. Then, the output of
the FCNN is given by
y = f(W 2θ x
(1) + b2θ) = f(W
2
θ f(W
1
θ x
(0) + b1θ) + b
2
θ)
Thus, the FCNN can be can be represented in the following compact form
y = Fθ(x(0))
where θ ∈ R30781 is a vector containing all the network parameters (weights and
biases). The network Fθ is then trained to find the optimal parameters. This
is done by minimizing the binary cross entropy loss function,
L(θ) =
∑
j
−yj log(ypj )− (1− yj)log(1− ypj ), (21)
where ypj = Fθ(xj) is the predicted value of outcome, yj is the true value of the
outcome and the sum is over all training inputs. We use the scaled conjugated
gradient algorithm to minimize the loss function.
The results of the FCNN used for the classification of stroke using both DN
matrix and VHED training pairs separately are shown in Section 5.1.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the FCNN architecture considered in this study. The
network consists of one input layer with 1024 nodes, one hidden layer with 30
nodes and one output layer with 1 node.
4.3 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Mathematically, the CNN can be defined with a function fθ : Rd0 → RdL with
depth L and θ = {Alθ, blθ}, a set of weights Alθ and biases blθ,
fθ(x) = aL, (22)
Here, the input to the CNN is taken to be a0. Let the index l = 0, 1, 2, ..L
denote the number of layers in CNN. The output of the layer l, al ∈ Rdl is a
tensor given by
al = φl[A
l
θal−1 + b
l
θ], (23)
Here dl represents the width of the layer l and φl : Rdl → Rdl are the activation
functions that apply a scalar function to each of the component of the output
tensor al.
The output of a 2 dimensional convolution applied on the l layer is given by
al(i, j) = b
l
θ +
∑
m
∑
n
Alθ(m,n)al−1(i−m, j −m) (24)
Here, the weight Alθ is a convolution kernel of size m× n.
A batch normalization is applied on the output of the Convolution layer.
Batch normalization stabilizes the network parameters by normalizing the out-
put of convolution layer. A brief description of the batch normalization applied
on the l-th Convolution layer is as follows: Let the output of the l-th convo-
lution layer, denoted by al, be divided into mini batches of size m given by
B = {a1l , a2l , · · · , aml } . We compute the mean of B as
µB =
1
m
m∑
n=1
anl ,
and variance of B
σ2B =
1
m
m∑
n=1
(anl − µB)2.
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Normalizing over the entire batch B,
ânl =
anl − µB√
σ2B + 
n = 1, 2, · · ·m.
We then scale and shift to get the output al as
anl = γâ
n
l + β n = 1, 2, · · ·m.
where γ and β are parameters to be learned.
A max pooling applied on layer l results in the output al that is reduced in
dimension. We consider the matrix al−1 of dimension p× s from the output of
layer of l− 1 and apply a m row partition and n column partition to it. That is
al−1 =

A11 · · · A1r
A21 · · · A2r
...
. . .
...
Aq1 · · · Aqr

where q = b pmc and r = b snc, p ≥ m, q ≥ n.
In each of the matrices Aij(i
′, j′) we choose the maximum element as the
element of the output matrix given by,
al(i
′, j′) = max{Aij(i′, j′)} (25)
where 1 ≤ q, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ m and 1 ≤ j′ ≤ n.
We use two kinds of activation functions in the architecture of CNN. For
the output of the l-th convolution layer, al(i, j), we use a leaky rectified linear
function given by
φl(al(i, j)) =
{
0.001al(i, j) for al(i, j) ≤ 0,
al(i, j) for al(i, j) > 0
(26)
We use the function softmax as an activation function for the output vector
of fully connected layer al ∈ Rdl , given by
φl(al)
dl
i=1 =
ea
i
l
dl∑
j=1
ea
j
l
. (27)
We first train the network with the DN matrix training data and then train
a CNN with a different architecture with the VHED training data. For both
DN matrix and VHED training data, the output yj is a categorical vector {0, 1}
with {0} representing the low conductivity inclusion, that is ischemic stroke and
{1} representing the high conductivity inclusion, that is hemorrhagic stroke.
(i) CNN architecture for the DN matrix training pair.
The CNN architecture for the DN matrix training has four layers. The
input layer given by a0 = Lσ. Since Lσ ∈ R33×33, we have a0 ∈ R33×33×1.
The third dimension in the tensor, a0 corresponds to the number of chan-
nels.
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Figure 8: The CNN architecture used in the classification of the DN matrix
training pair. This architecture consists of 4 layers. The input layer, followed by
a convolution layer with 10 filters of the size 3×3 along with batch normalization
on 10 mini-batches and a fully connected layer and output layer. We apply the
activation of leaky rectified function given by (26) to the output of Convolution
and batch normalization layer and activation of Softmax function to the output
of fully connected layer.
The second layer consists of a 2-dimensional convolution layer with 10
convolution filters of the size 3 × 3. The output of this layer given by
(24) is followed by a batch normalization layer with 10 mini batches. The
Leaky rectified linear activation function maps the output to a fully con-
nected layer. The Softmax activation function maps the output of the fully
connected layer to the final Output layer.
(ii) CNN architecture for the VHED training pair.
The input of the VHED training pair is given by ω̂(z, t, 1). It is computed
on z = 64 points along the boundary, ∂Ω. We discretize the pseudotime
in the interval t ∈ [−2, 2] over 256 points. We use both real and imaginary
parts of the VHED function. Due to the availability of more features in the
form of VHED functions, ω̂(z, t, 1), we choose a different CNN architecture
optimized for this particular input. The CNN architecture now consists of
9 layers.
The input layer is given by a0 = ω̂(z, t, 1). We note that a0 ∈ R128×256×1.
The dimension of 128 × 256 accounts for 64 × 256 real part and 64 ×
256 imaginary parts of the complex valued VHED functions. The third
dimension of the tensor a0 corresponds to the number of channels used.
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The second layer in the CNN is a 2-D convolution layer with 15 kernels
of he size 5 × 5; the output of which is given by (24). This is followed
by batch normalization with 60 mini-batches. The leaky rectified linear
activation function maps the output of this layer to the third layer of
maximum pooling with a partition of 2× 2. The output of the maximum
pooling layer is given by (25).
The fourth layer is CNN is a 2 dimensional convolution layer with 20 ker-
nels of size 5×5. This output given by (24) undergoes batch normalization
with 60 mini batches. The leaky rectified linear activation function maps
this output to a maximum pooling with partition of 2 × 2; the output of
which is given by (25).
The sixth layer is again a 2 dimensional convolution layer with 25 con-
volution kernels of size 5 × 5. The output given by (24) undergoes batch
normalization with 60 mini batches. The leaky rectified linear activation
function maps this output to a maximum pooling layer with a partition of
2× 2.
The eighth layer is a fully connected layer. The Softmax activation func-
tion maps the output of this layer to the final Output layer of the CNN.
Figure 9 represents the different layers in the CNN architecture used for
the VHED training pair.
We note that the size of the inputs to the CNN differs from that of FCNN.
The convolution kernels in CNN are capable of handling network parameters
of higher dimension without much cost to the computational efficiency. Thus,
we choose to include all possible features available as the input of CNN which
results in high dimensional network parameters, θ. We note that this is not the
only way of representing the features.
We use k-fold cross-validation method, where k = 5 to train the CNN net-
works for DN matrix and VHED training pair. Both the CNNs fθ are trained
to find the optimal parameters θ by minimizing the binary cross entropy loss
function
L(θ) =
N∑
j=1
−ytj log(ypj )− (1− ytj)log(1− ypj ). (28)
using the ADAM algorithm [18]. Here ypj is the predicted value of the outcome,
ytj is the true value of the outcome and the summation is over N training
inputs. The results of the CNNs used for the classification of stroke using both
DN matrix and VHED training pairs separately are shown in Section 5.2.
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Figure 9: The CNN architecture used in the VHED training pair. This architec-
ture consists of 9 layers. The input layer, followed by a convolution layer with
15 filters of the size 5× 5. Next follows a Maximum pooling layer with a stride
of 2 × 2 via Leaky Rectified Unit function. Then again a Convolution layer
follows with 20 convolution filters of size 5× 5. This is followed by a maximum
pooling layer with a stride 2×2 . This is followed by a convolution layer with 25
filters of size 5× 5 along with batch normalization. Again a max pooling layer
is followed with an activation function of leaky rectified unit. The outputs of
all the convolution layer undergoes batch normalization with 60 mini-batches.
The eighth layer is fully connected layer which is connected to the output via
the softmax activation function.
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5 Results
In this section we present the results of classification of the inclusion into low or
high conductivity with the the DN matrix training pair and the VHED training
pair using the networks, FCNN and CNN.
To train the networks, FCNN and CNN, we use dataset with circular inclu-
sions. We test the trained networks with three different datasets: (a) Circular
inclusions, (b) Elliptical inclusions (c) Irregular shaped inclusions and (d) Mul-
tiple inclusions. The elliptic inclusions and the irregular shaped inclusions differ
in shape from the training dataset. The Multiple inclusions dataset differ from
from the training set in multiple ways. The dataset contains more number of
inclusions than the training data. The width of the skull is increased compared
to the training dataset. The skull contains different orientation compared to
the training dataset.
We recall that the training of networks, FCNN and CNN, is done with two
training pairs: The DN matrix training pair and and the VHED training pair.
We add relative noise of δ = 10−3 and δ = 10−2 to the DN matrix, Lσ and
compute the VHED functions that correspond to the noisy DN matrix. The
relative noise is added to both training dataset and the testing dataset. The
details of computation of the DN matrix and VHED function are described in
Section 4.
We perform three separate trainings of networks, with varying levels of noise.
First we train the networks with no added noise in the simulation. The
intrinsic relative numerical error of the FEM computations on the DN matrix is
approximately 10−5. So both the training data and the test data have no added
noise, but still suffer from slight degradation whose amplitude we call 10−5. All
of this is done for both DN matrix training pair and and the VHED training
pair.
Second, we move on to work with simulated noise. We add noise with relative
amplitude of 10−3 to the DN maps, and from there we calculate the VHED
profiles. Then the networks are trained with training data suffering from slight
degradation. Both the training data and the testing data suffer from slight
degradation whose amplitude is 10−3.
Third, we repeat the noisy training as above but adding simulated noise with
relative amplitude of 10−2 to the ND maps.
To measure the performance of networks, we use the metric of sensitivity,
specificity and accuracy on the testing data set.
Sensitivity measures the proportion of actual positives that are correctly iden-
tified as such.
Specificity measures the proportion of actual negatives that are correctly iden-
tified as such.
Accuracy is the sum of true positives and true negatives over the total test
population, that is, the fraction of correctly classified cases.
Here, we recall that the outcome of the neural networks are either labeled {0}
indicating low conductivity inclusion or labeled {1} indicating high conductivity
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inclusion. In this study positive outcome corresponds to the label {1} and
negative outcome corresponds to the label {0}.
5.1 Results of FCNN
We report the performance metrics of trained FCNN that was tested on four
different data sets. We use N = 4000 circular inclusion data set to train the
FCNN.
We recall that (a) the DN matrix training pair for FCNN is given by Lσ ∈
R1024 and (b) the VHED training pair is given by ω̂(z, t, 1) ∈ R1024.
We train the FCNN with the DN matrix training pair and then train the
same FCNN with other training pair of VHED functions. The architecture of
the FCNN is described in Section 4.2.
The performance metrics reported for the FCNN is the average value com-
puted over 20 FCNN trainings. We shuffle the data randomly and choose the
initial weights and biases randomly during each of the training. The perfor-
mance metrics evaluated on three data sets are:
(i) Circular inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the trained
FCNN that was tested on 4000 circular inclusions in the Table 2. We note
that the testing data set was not used in training.
(ii) Elliptic inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the trained
FCNN that was tested on 2000 elliptic inclusions in the Table 3.
(iii) Irregular shaped inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the
trained FCNN that was tested on 1000 irregular inclusions in the Table 4.
Multiple inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the trained
FCNN that was tested on 1000 multiple inclusions in the Table 5.
With all the four different inclusions tested the accuracy of the prediction is
better with VHED training pair. The testing datasets of elliptic, irregular shape
and multiple inclusions are significantly different datasets than the one used in
training. The accuracy is better for the irregular inclusion dataset than it is
for elliptic inclusion and multiple inclusion dataset for both training pairs. For
the testing data sets of elliptic inclusions and irregular inclusions, the accuracy
remains either the same or differs very little when using the VHED training
pair computed from the noisy DN matrix, suggesting that noise has very little
effect on the classification when using VHED training pair. For the testing
dataset of multiple inclusions the accuracy improves slightly when using the
VHED training pair computed from the noisy DN matrix. The phenomenon
that adding of noise into the training data may improve the classification has
been studied for example in [7]. There, it is shown that adding noise to training
data is equivalent to modifying the regularizer in the training process, and thus
adding noise into the training data may reduce the overfitting and improve the
accuracy of the classification.
We present in Table 6 the mean and the standard deviation of the accuracy
for the four different testing datasets. The standard deviation of the accuracy
for the four different testing datasets is smaller for the VHED training pair,
particularly when the VHED is computed from noisy DN matrix.
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5.2 Results of CNN
In this section we report the performance metrics of trained CNNs that were
tested on four different data sets. We use N = 8000 circular inclusion data set
to train the CNNs.
We recall that (a) the DN matrix training pair for CNN is given by Lσ =
R33×33×1 and (b) the VHED training pair is given by ω̂(z, t, 1) ∈ R128×256×1.
We train the CNN with DN matrix training pair and then train another
CNN with VHED training pair. The two architectures of the CNNs used for
the two different training pairs are described in Section 4.3.
We evaluate the performance of the CNNs on the four different testing
datasets. We note that all the measures of the performance are the mean of the
5-fold training of the CNNs.
(i) Circular inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the trained
CNNs that were tested on 2000 circular inclusions in Table 7. The testing
data set was not used in the training.
(ii) Elliptic inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the trained CNNs
that were tested on 2000 elliptic inclusions in Table 8.
(iii) Irregular shaped inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the
trained CNNs that were tested on 1000 irregular inclusions in Table 9.
(iv) Multiple inclusions: We report the performance metrics of the trained
CNN that was tested on 1000 multiple inclusions in the Table 10.
As with the FCNN, with all the four different inclusion data sets tested, the
accuracy of the prediction is better with VHED training pair. For the irregular
and multiple inclusions testing dataset, the accuracy is significantly better with
the VHED training pair compared to DN matrix training pair. With elliptic
inclusion and multiple inclusion testing dataset, the accuracy is better with the
VHED training pair, where the VHED functions are computed from the noisy
DN matrix. Like with FCNN, adding noise to training data may reduce the
overfitting and improve the accuracy of the classification [7].
We present in Table 11 the mean and the standard deviation of the accuracy
of the trained CNNs for the four different testing datasets.
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FCNN: Circular Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.9996 0.9995 0.9956 1 1 0.9992
Specificity 1 1 0.9994 1 1 0.9997
Accuracy 0.9998 0.9997 0.9975 1 1 0.9994
Table 2: The performance metrics of FCNN trained with the two different
training pairs and evaluated on datasets consisting of 4000 circular inclusions.
FCNN: Elliptic Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.8563 0.8560 0.8081 1 0.9998 0.9651
Specificity 1 1 1 1 1 1
Accuracy 0.9259 0.9250 0.9001 1 0.9999 0.9818
Table 3: The performance metrics of FCNN trained with the two different
training pairs and evaluated on datasets consisting of 2000 elliptic inclusions.
FCNN: Irregular Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.9760 0.9715 0.9627 1 1 0.9969
Specificity 1 1 1 1 1 1
Accuracy 0.9879 0.9855 0.9811 1 1 0.9984
Table 4: The performance metrics of FCNN trained with the two different
training pairs and evaluated on datasets consisting of 1000 irregular inclusions.
FCNN: Multiple Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.5614 0.5924 0.5203 0.9980 0.9999 0.9838
Specificity 0.4960 0.5438 0.7160 0.9664 0.9948 0.9991
Accuracy 0.5292 0.5673 0.6168 0.9824 0.9974 0.9914
Table 5: The performance metrics of FCNN trained with the two different
training pairs and evaluated on datasets consisting of 1000 multiple inclusions.
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Inclusion Noise DN maps VHED profiles
Mean Standard
deviation
Mean Standard
deviation
Circular 10−5 0.9998 0.001 1 0
Circular 10−3 0.9997 0.0001 1 0
Circular 10−2 0.9975 0.0006 0.9994 0.0003
Elliptic 10−5 0.9259 0.0001 1 0
Elliptic 10−3 0.9250 0.0085 0.9999 0.0002
Elliptic 10−2 0.9001 0.0133 0.9818 0.0058
Irregular 10−5 0.9879 0.0035 1 0
Irregular 10−3 0.9855 0.0027 1 0
Irregular 10−2 0.9811 0.0046 0.9984 0.0006
Multiple 10−5 0.5299 0.0069 0.9824 0.0170
Multiple 10−3 0.5673 0.0255 0.9974 0.0041
Multiple 10−2 0.6168 0.0547 0.9914 0.0060
Table 6: Mean and Standard deviation of the accuracy of the FCNN trained
with two training pairs and tested on four different inclusions.
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CNN: Circular Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.9300 0.9389 0.9360 1 1 1
Specificity 0.9989 0.9958 0.9918 1 1 1
Accuracy 0.9753 0.9645 0.9611 1 1 1
Table 7: The performance metrics of CNNs trained with two training pairs
and evaluated on datasets consisting of 2000 circular inclusions.
CNN: Elliptic Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.8913 0.8913 0.9199 0.9584 0.9855 0.9855
Specificity 1 1 0.8356 0.9390 0.9416 0.9416
Accuracy 0.9415 0.9415 0.8708 0.9600 0.9615 0.9615
Table 8: The performance metrics of CNNs trained with two training pairs
and evaluated on datasets consisting of 2000 elliptical inclusions.
CNN: Irregular Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 1 0.7382 0.6787 0.9389 1 0.9360
Specificity 0.6552 1 1 0.9958 0.9306 0.9918
Accuracy 0.8252 0.8251 0.7667 0.9645 0.9622 0.9611
Table 9: The performance metrics of CNNs trained with two training pairs
and evaluated on datasets consisting of 1000 irregular inclusions.
CNN: Multiple Inclusions
DN matrix training pair VHED training pair
Noise δ 10−5 10−3 10−2 10−5 10−3 10−2
Sensitivity 0.4951 0.4955 0.4980 1 1 1
Specificity 1 1 1 0.6522 0.6911 0.6911
Accuracy 0.4951 0.4980 0.4980 0.7296 0.7734 0.7734
Table 10: The performance metrics of CNN trained with the two different
training pairs and evaluated on datasets consisting of 1000 multiple inclusions.
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Inclusion Noise DN Maps VHED
Mean Standard
deviation
Mean Standard
deviation
Circular 10−5 0.9753 0.0125 1 0
Circular 10−3 0.9645 0.0166 1 0
Circular 10−2 0.9611 0.0192 1 0
Elliptic 10−5 0.9415 0.0567 0.9600 0.0431
Elliptic 10−3 0.9415 0.1945 0.9615 0.0406
Elliptic 10−2 0.8708 0.2085 0.9615 0.0405
Irregular 10−5 0.8252 0.0636 0.9645 0.0165
Irregular 10−3 0.8251 0.0635 0.9622 0.0169
Irregular 10−2 0.7667 0.0534 0.9611 0.0192
Multiple 10−5 0.4964 0.0076 0.7296 0.0737
Multiple 10−3 0.4980 0.0082 0.7734 0.0922
Multiple 10−2 0.4980 0.0082 0.7734 0.0922
Table 11: A table of Mean accuracy and Standard Deviation of the accuracy
of the two different CNNs that were trained with two training pairs and tested
on four different datasets.
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6 Discussion
The numerical results from our study shows that the classification is better from
the VHED training pair for both neural networks, FCNN and CNN, for all the
four different inclusions tested.
For the FCNN, the results show good performance with both training pairs,
DN matrix and VHED functions, in all the different testing data sets with ex-
ception of the test set having multiple inclusions where the network trained with
DN matrix shows a significant decrease in the accuaracy of classification. In all
four testing data sets the performance metrics are better for the VHED train-
ing pair. For the FCNN, in all the four testing datasets, the advantage of using
VHED training pair is clearly evident with noisy training pairs. Additionally,
the standard deviation is lower for all the four testing datasets, when the FCNN
was trained with VHED functions, suggesting a more reliable accuracy for the
classification. The computation of the VHED function ω̂(z, t, 1) is noise robust
due to the windowed Fourier Transform acting as a regularization.
The CNNs, like FCNN, show better performance with VHED training pair
for all the four testing cases. For the CNN, we note that the mean accuracy
does not vary much whether we train the network with DN matrix training pair
or with the VHED training pair for the elliptic inclusion testing data set. For
the CNN, we note that the mean accuracy of the classification with irregular
shape is better than the mean accuracy of classification with either elliptic or
multiple inclusions when using VHED training pair. The mean accuracy of
the classification is significantly different for the irregular shaped inclusions and
the multiple inclusions from the elliptic inclusions when using the DN matrix
training pair.
We verify numerically with both FCNN and CNN that the VHED functions
improve learning as noise-robust nonlinear input features. Furthermore, they
lead to better interpretability of the classification due to the geometric properties
explained in Section 2. Therefore, the use of VHED functions as features can
be seen as a genuine Robust Grey-Box approach.
Our results also show that FCNN perform better than CNN even when using
less training data and using fewer features of the VHED function.
Further research in this area is in the direction of including more realistic
head shapes, smaller and irregular stroke-affected areas, and precise electrode
modelling.
These complications lead to more severe challenges for the neural networks
and may require the use of a more comprehensive collection of VHED profiles.
This may lead to FCNNs with large training parameters that might become
computationally ineffective. In such case the CNN approach may become nec-
essary.
Also, it is important to test how the learning generalizes to data coming
from three-dimensional targets. In lung imaging applications two-dimensional
EIT reconstruction methods has been successfully applied to three-dimensional
targets [27], but in case of stroke imaging this may not be the case.
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